Abstract. Using simulations, we examine the average velocity as a function of applied drift force for active matter particles moving through a random obstacle array. We find that for low drift force, there is an initial flow regime where the mobility increases linearly with drive, while for higher drift forces a regime of negative differential mobility appears in which the velocity decreases with increasing drive due to the trapping of active particles behind obstacles. A fully clogged regime exists at very high drift forces when all the particles are permanently trapped behind obstacles. We find for increasing activity that the overall mobility is nonmonotonic, with an enhancement of the mobility for small levels of activity and a decrease in mobility for large activity levels. We show how these effects evolve as a function of disk and obstacle density, active run length, drift force, and motor force.
Introduction
There has been increasing interest in self-driven or active matter systems, which are often modeled as a collection of self-mobile disks with mobility represented by driven diffusion or run-and-tumble dynamics [1, 2] . When disk-disk interactions are included, an activity-induced clustering or phase separation into a dense solid phase coexisting with a low density active gas phase can occur for sufficiently high activity and disk density. Such clustering effects occur for both driven diffusive [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and run-and-tumble systems [3, 7, 8, 9] . Studies of active matter systems generally focus on samples with featureless substrates, but recent work has addressed the behavior of active matter interacting with more complex environments [2] , such as random [10, 11, 12] or periodic obstacle arrays [13, 14, 15] , pinning arrays or rough landscape substrates [15, 16, 17] , or funnel arrays [18] , as well as mixtures of active and passive particles [19] . In run-and-tumble disk systems, studies of the average flux through an obstacle array in the presence of an additional external drift force [10] show that for low activity or short run times, the active disks have Brownian characteristics and are easily trapped; however, for increasing run persistence length or activity, the trapping is reduced and the flux of disks through the system increases. Interestingly, when the run time or activity is large, the disk drift mobility is strongly reduced due to enhanced self-trapping of disks behind the obstacles and by each other. Other studies of active particles moving through an array of obstacles show that for increasing propulsion speed, the particles remain trapped behind obstacles for a longer time, and as a result the long time diffusion constant is decreased for high activity particles compared to passive or Brownian particles [12] . If the obstacles are replaced by a rough substrate, another study showed that the drift mobility of the particles increases with increasing run length since the self-clustering effect allows the particles to act like an effective larger-scale rigid object that couples only weakly to the substrate [17] . Studies of flocking active particles moving through obstacle arrays reveal nonmonotonic behavior as a function of disorder strength [20] and a disorder-induced flocking to non-flocking transition [11, 21] .
Here we examine run-and-tumble active matter disks in the presence of a random array of obstacles where we apply an external driving force in order to measure the long time average disk drift velocity in the direction of drive. While in previous work we considered a constant applied drift force [10] , here we examine the effects of varied drift forces and compare the resulting velocity-force curves to those found in other systems that exhibit depinning, such as passive particles driven over random disorder [22] . Previous studies of passive or Brownian particles driven though an obstacle array showed that there can be a regime of negative differential mobility where the velocity decreases with increasing drive, and the velocity can even drop to zero in the limit of large drive [23, 24, 25] . Negative differential mobility also appears when the obstacles themselves are allowed to move [26, 27, 28] . Such effects can arise for driven particles in laminar flows [29] , particles driven through glass formers [30] , vortices in type-II superconductors moving through periodic pinning arrays [22, 31, 32] , colloids moving on ordered pinning arrays [33] , and in nonequilibrium states of certain types of semiconductors [34] .
We specifically examine run-and-tumble driven disks, where a motor force F i mm acts on disk i during a fixed running time τ in a randomly chosen directionm. At the end of the running time, a new run begins with the motor force acting in a new randomly chosen direction. The disks move through a random array of obstacles under an external drive F Dx , and we measure the average disk drift velocity V in the driving direction as a function of increasing F D . At low drives F D F M , the drift velocity V increases linearly with increasing F D , but we find that V reaches a maximum and then decreases with increasing F D due to the partial trapping of disks behind obstacles. For large enough drives F D > F cl we observe a fully clogged state with V = 0. The value of F cl increases with increasing activity and saturates for long run times, while the maximum value of V changes nonmonotonically as a function of run time. In some cases, a system with longer run times has lower mobility for small F D but higher mobility at large F D compared to a system with shorter run times. For fixed run time and increasing motor force F m , we find that the transition from a linear dependence of V on F m to a decrease in V with increasing F m follows the line F m = F D . When we increase the disk density, we observe crowding effects that reduce the overall mobility but can also increase the range of parameters for which negative differential mobility occurs.
Simulation
We consider a two-dimensional system of size L×L with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions, where L = 50. Within the system we place N a active disks of radius R = 0.5 and N obs obstacles which are modeled as stationary disks of the same size as the active disks. The area coverage of the obstacles is φ obs = N obs πR 2 /L 2 , the area coverage of the active disks is φ a = N a πR 2 /L 2 , and the total area coverage is φ tot = φ obs + φ a . The disk-disk interactions are modeled as a short range harmonic repulsion v ·x i . We quantify the activity level of the disks in terms of l r and F m .
Results
In Fig. 1(a) we plot V versus F D for a system with F m = 0.5, φ obs = 0.1257, and l r = 0.1 at φ a = 0.00785, 0.03146, 0.0628, and 0.1257, and in Fig. 1(b) we show the same data on a log-log scale. At the low density of φ a = 0.00785, the sample behavior falls in the single active disk limit and V increases linearly with F D before reaching a maximum near In Fig. 2 we show the trajectories of the active disks at three different values of F D for the φ a = 0.03146 system from Fig. 1(a,b) . At F D = 0.0125 in Fig. 2(a) , V is increasing with increasing F D . The disk trajectories are space filling, and F D /F m = 0.025 is small enough that when a disk becomes trapped behind an obstacle, the motor force is large enough to move the disk in the direction opposite to the drive, permitting the disk to work its way around the obstacle. As a result, the active disks can easily explore nearly all the possible paths through the obstacle array. As F D increases, the ability of the disks to back away from an obstacle is reduced, and the amount of time disks spend trapped behind obstacles increases, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) at F D = 0.6, corresponding to F D /F m = 1.2, where the system exhibits NDM. Here there are several locations in which the disks become trapped for long periods of time. As F D is further increased, more disks become trapped and V diminishes, as shown in Fig. 2(c) for F D = 1.0, where all the active disks are permanently trapped and V = 0. Two effects reduce the trapping susceptibility as φ a increases. Once a portion of the disks becomes trapped behind the most confining obstacle configurations, additional active disks can no longer be trapped at these same locations, meaning that the "deepest" traps are effectively inactivated. In addition, at locations where N multiple active disks are trapped one behind another, there is a finite probability that the motor forces of these disks will simultaneously be oriented in the direction opposite to that of the drift force, permitting the disks to escape, so that complete trapping will occur only when F D > N F m .
In Fig. 1(c,d) we plot V versus F D for the same system in Fig. 1(a,b) but with a much larger run length of l r = 120. We observe the same general features as in the l d = 0.01 case; however, the value of F D at which V reaches zero is shifted upward and the magnitude of V for a given F D is significantly reduced, as indicated by comparing the curves in Fig. 1(d) to the dashed line which is the flow expected in an obstacle-free system. Figure 3(a) shows the active disk trajectories for the system in Fig. 1(c,d ) with φ a = 0.03146 and l r = 120 at F D = 0.0125. In this regime, V is increasing with increasing F D ; however, V is smaller by nearly a factor of 20 than in the l r = 0.01 case illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . The active disks in Fig. 3(a) are not strongly affected by the external drive and move in straight lines while running; however, upon encountering an obstacle the active disk pushes against it and becomes self-trapped, reducing the mobility of the system. To more clearly demonstrate the self-trapping effect that occurs for large run lengths, in Fig. 3(b) we plot the same snapshot of the active disk and obstacle positions without trajectories, and find that nearly all of the active disks are in contact with an obstacle. At F D = 1.0, as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) , V is finite in the l r = 120 system, whereas V = 0 for l r = 0.01. Here, although a considerable amount of disk trapping occurs, the longer run times allow some of the disks to become mobile, giving a nonzero contribution to V .
To get a better understanding of how l r affects the shape of the velocityforce curves, in Fig. 4(a) we plot V versus F D for a sample with φ obs = 0.1257, φ a = 0.03146, and F m = 0.5 at l r values ranging from l r = 0.002 to l r = 1.0. The same curves are shown on a log-log scale in Fig. 4(b) , where the dashed line indicates the obstacle-free limit V = F D . We note that for non-active disks with l r = 0, V = 0 for all drive values at this disk density. Three trends emerge from the data. There is an overall increase in V with increasing l r for all values of F D . Additionally, both the maximum value of V and the drive at which V reaches zero shift to higher values of F D with increasing l r . Figure 4 (c) shows V versus F D in the same sample for l r values ranging from l r = 3 to l r = 320, and in Fig. 4(d) we plot the same curves on a log-log scale. Here there is an overall decrease in V with increasing l r for all values of F D . The drive at which V reaches zero has its largest value of F D = 1.0 for l r = 1.0 and decreases with increasing l r for l r > 1.0. In the limit l r → ∞, V = 0 for all F D since fluctuations in the disk motion are eliminated, so the system cannot escape from a clogged state. This is similar to what occurs in the l r = 0 nonactive disk system.
In Fig. 5(a) we illustrate the active disk trajectories for the system in Fig. 4 at F D = 0.5 for l r = 0.02, where most of the disks are trapped. At later times, all the disks become trapped and V = 0. In Fig. 5(b) we show the same system at l r = 3.0 and F D = 0.5, where V passes through its maximum value in Fig. 4(c,d) . Here the disks can move easily through the system and the amount of trapping is significantly reduced. At higher values of F D more trapping occurs, and for large enough
The value of l r that maximizes the flux through the system depends strongly on F D . In Fig. 6(a) we plot V versus F D for the system in Fig. 4 at l r = 0.1 and l r = 10. For F D < 0.1, V is larger in the l r = 0.1 system than in the l r = 10 system, while for F D > 0.1, the situation is reversed and V is largest in the l r = 10 system. A comparison of V versus F D for l r = 0.1 and l r = 40 appears in Fig. 6(b) , where V is larger in the l r = 0.1 system for F D < 0.3 and larger in the l r = 40 system for F D > 0.3, while the maximum value of V is nearly the same for both values of l r . This result has implications for active particle separation or mixing, and indicates that a less active particle species would move faster under a drift force at smaller F D than a more active particle species. At larger F D the reverse would occur, with the less active species becoming immobile while the more active particles are still able to flow through the system. The curves in Fig. 6 also indicate that is possible to tune F D such that active particle species with very different activity levels drift with equal values of V , such as by setting F D = 0.3 for the l r = 0.1 and l r = 40 disks in Fig. 6(b) . It is possible that certain living systems such as bacteria subjected to an external drift may actually lower their activity in order to move through a heterogeneous environment if the external flow is weak, while if there is a strong drift flow, an increase in the activity level would improve the mobility.
In Fig. 7 we plot V versus l r for the system in Fig. 1 with φ obs = 0.1257, F m = 0.5, and φ a = 0.03146 for different values of F D . For F D = 0.0125 in Fig. 7(a) , V initially increases with increasing l r before reaching a maximum value at l r = 1.0, after which it drops by several orders of magnitude as l r → 320. At F D = 0.3 in Fig. 7(b) , F D = 0.7 in Fig. 7(c) , and F D = 0.9 in Fig. 7(d) , V = 0 at small values of l r , and as l r increases V passes through a maximum value before decreasing again. In the larger l r regime where V is a decreasing function of l r , the drift velocity approximately follows the form V ∝ 1/l r , as indicated by the dashed line fits in each panel.
In Fig. 8(a) we show the evolution of the three different phases as a function of F D versus l r for a system with φ obs = 0.1257, φ a = 0.03146, and F m = 0.5. In phase I, the ohmic flow regime, V increases with increasing F D . In phase II, partial trapping occurs and we observe NDM. Phase III is the completely clogged regime with V = 0. The extent of phase I grows as l r increases until the I-II boundary saturates at large l r to the value F D = 0.5, corresponding to F D /F m = 1.0. Similar behavior appears for phase II, with a saturation of the II-III boundary for l r > 1 to F D = 1.0. The onset of phase III drops to F D = 0 when l r = 0, indicating that for this density, nonactive disks are permanently clogged. In Fig. 8(b) we plot a dynamic phase diagram as a function of F D versus φ tot , where we vary φ tot by fixing φ obs = 0.1257 and changing φ a . Phase III disappears for φ tot > 0.17, and the extent of phase I increases as the ratio φ a /φ obs of active disks to obstacles increases.
Varied Obstacle Density and Motor Force
We next consider the effect of holding φ tot fixed at φ tot = 0.157 while decreasing φ obs . In Fig. 9(a) we plot V versus l r for a sample with φ obs = 0.03146. Here V decreases monotonically with increasing l r and the flow persists even when l r = 0. At φ obs = 0.0628 in Fig. 9(b) and at φ obs = 0.09424 in Fig. 9(c for l r = 0, and a peak in V emerges near l r = 1.0. At φ obs = 0.1257 in Fig. 9(d) , V = 0 when l r < 0.1, and the optimum flow, indicated by the highest value of V , has shifted to a higher run length of l r = 2.0.
In Fig. 10(a) we plot V versus F D for a system with l r = 1.0, F m = 0.5, fixed φ tot = 0.157, and varied obstacle density ranging from φ obs = 0.007853 to φ obs = 0.1492. The upper value of F D at which V drops to zero decreases with increasing φ obs for φ obs > 0.1178, while for 0.1033 < φ obs < 0.1178 we observe a window of NDM where V decreases with increasing F D separating low and high F D regions in which V increases with increasing F D . For φ obs < 0.1033, V monotonically increases with increasing F D , and although the NDM has disappeared, there is still a decrease in the slope of V for F D > 0.5 because an increased amount of trapping occurs once F D > F m . Due to the harmonic form of the disk-disk interaction potential, if F D is increased to a large enough value the disks eventually are able to depin and move even in the completely clogged state; however, this occurs well above the range of F D that we consider here. In Fig. 10(b) , the dynamic phase diagram as a function of F D versus φ obs for the system in Fig. 10(a) shows that the ohmic flow phase I is reentrant.
Up to now we have characterized the activity by the run length l r = τ F m δt and have focused on the case F m = 0.5. It is, however, possible to obtain different behaviors at fixed l r by varying F m and τ . If F D < F m , the value of V should always be finite. In Fig. 11(a) we plot V versus F m in systems with fixed F D = 0.5, φ a = 0.0314, and φ obs = 0.1257 for three values of τ . In order to compare these plots to our previous results, note that for F m = 0.5, τ = 100 gives l r = 0.1, τ = 10000 is equivalent to l r = 10.0, and τ = 120000 corresponds to l r = 120. For τ = 100, V = 0 when F m < 0.4, and for F m ≥ 0.4, V increases monotonically with F m . At τ = 10000, V > 0 for F m > 0.2 and V passes through a maximum near F m = 0.8. For τ = 120000, the maximum in V falls at F m = 0.5, and the overall magnitude of V is much smaller than that observed at the smaller τ values. In Fig. 11(b) we plot a dynamic phase diagram as a function of F m versus F D for the τ = 120000 system. The I-III transition line separating the clogged phase III and the ohmic flow phase I falls at F m = F D /2, while the NDM in phase II appears when F m > F D .
In previous work examining the mobility as a function of φ a for fixed φ obs and fixed F D , V increased with increasing φ a up to a maximum value and then decreased for higher φ a as the disks approached the jamming density due to a crowding effect in which the active disks become so dense that they impede each other's motion [10] . In Fig. 12 we plot V versus F D for a system with φ obs = 0.173, F m = 0.5, and l r = 1.0 at φ tot = 0.25, 0.377, 0.565, and 0.7. For φ tot = 0.25, V drops to zero for F D > 1.25, while for φ tot = 0.377, there is a region of NDM for 0.4 < F D < 0.7 but the velocities remain finite and the overall magnitude of V is larger than that of the φ tot = 0.25 system. For φ tot = 0.565, the average V is smaller than that at φ tot = 0.377 due to the crowding effect, and there is only a very small window of NDM near F D = 0.6. For φ tot = 0.7, the increased crowding effect causes a substantial decrease in the overall magnitude of V , and at the same time an extended region of NDM appears for 0.05 < F D < 0.4.
In Fig. 13(a) we plot the active disk trajectories for the system in Fig. 12 at φ tot = 0.565 and F D = 0.0125, a regime in which V increases with increasing F D . There is a considerable amount of disk motion throughout the system. In contrast, Fig. 12(b) illustrates an NDM regime at φ tot = 0.7 and F D = 0.5, where a large jammed or clogged area has formed in the center of the sample, indicating the role played by crowding in inhibiting the mobility of the active disks.
Summary
We have numerically examined the velocity-force curves for active matter disks driven through a random obstacle array and find three distinct dynamical phases. In the low drive regime, the velocity increases linearly with increasing external drive. For intermediate drives, the system exhibits negative differential mobility where the velocity decreases with increasing drive due to the trapping of disks behind obstacles. Finally, at high drive we find a fully clogged state in which the drift velocity drops to zero. For increasing activity or run length, we find that the onsets of the NDM phase and the fully clogged phase are shifted to larger external drift forces. Additionally, the drift velocity at fixed drive changes nonmonotonically with increasing activity, indicating that there is a drive-dependent optimal activity or run length that maximizes the flux of disks through the system. We map the locations of the dynamic phases as a function of activity, active disk density, obstacle density, and motor force. We describe how an external drift force could be tuned to either separate or mix active disk species with different mobilities. We have also examined the role of active disk density, and find that at low disk densities, the NDM and clogging effects disappear with increasing disk density when the trapping is reduced; however, for much larger densities where crowding effects become important, the NDM reappears and is enhanced.
